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Background & Review
At its meeting of May 23 2007, the Library Board received the Internet Policy Review project plan which
provided timelines and key measurements as part of the assessment process.
Key measurements include:
·
·
·
·
·

customer response on exposure to images, inappropriate in a public setting;
customer/staff feedback on sites blocked;
response from Netsweeper on blocked sites;
general feedback from the public (unsolicited); and
feedback from other libraries.

A staff project team has been responsible for implementing and monitoring the project.
Monitoring Report (June/July/August)
Activities of Monitoring Team
In June, the Team tested the Netsweeper on a number of occasions to see if filters denied or
provided access to URL’s (through Google searches). An update on this work was provided to the
Board in June. Through this process, the team discovered that a number of “filtered search words”
were still in place from the earlier filtering related to children’s machines. These were removed
from the filtered machines.

Members of the Monitoring Team met with Netsweeper in August to receive an update on the
software and to explore further its capabilities in improving the experience of our customers in a
filtered environment. Areas explored included:
·
·
·
·

The Net Alert function that can be used by individual customers to query denied sites directly to
Netsweeper, for improved customer privacy and speedier review;
Messaging on the “deny” screens to assist customers, such as Net Alert, seeking staff assistance
or using unfiltered machines;
Netsweeper’s capacity to filter “re‐direct” sites, which can be used to circumvent some filtering
software;
NetSweeper’s current research into the development of software to filter “image only” sites.

In preparing policy and procedure recommendations, the Review Team will consider the
implementation of any software and hardware features that are available that would improve the
customer’s experience.
Netsweeper reported on the accuracy of its filtering software. The categorization process, which is the
heart of the Netsweeper software, is both a technical and human function and is not perfect. (The
general process of categorization has been provided to the Board in a June communiqué.) Netsweeper
reports a false positive error rate (ie. errors in categorization) of less than 2% in the Pornography
category and less than 4% in Extreme Violence, being the two categories that the Library has selected
for filtering. Overall, Netsweeper’s accuracy rate for all filtered sites is between 2 and 8%.
Placement of Internet Workstations
As part of the Library’s ongoing due diligence, supervisors undertook a review, in August, of the
current placement of workstations in locations. With the exception of two locations (one
recommended minor shifting, the second, Masonville is undergoing renovations) all locations
reported that computers were placed to optimize the effectiveness of the following placement
factors:
·
·
·
·

Amount of walk‐by traffic directly passing behind the screens (as privacy screens are not
effective when viewing the screens from directly behind).
Proximity to or in view of staff for service support.
General management and behaviour monitoring.
Computers located in both adult and children's/youth areas.

Over time, the placement of computers to reduce the impact of unintentional exposure to images
on the computer screen has become a less effective solution for a number of reasons:
·

First and foremost, the sheer number of computers has increased exponentially. For example,
in 2001 in the old Central there were about 23 public workstations providing Internet access.
Today there are 110 public workstations in the Central Library providing Internet access.
Throughout all locations there are 230 public workstations providing Internet access. (In
addition there are 75 catalogue‐only workstations, 45 workstations in the ERC’s, 32 E‐mail only
workstations and 33 Children’s CD‐ROM workstations.) In branch locations, it is difficult to
isolate computers due to the openness of the spaces. All areas in Library locations are open to
all customers, of all ages, and services are adjacent to each other without barriers.

·
·

Service initiatives such as Employment Resource Centres, Teen Annex, Homework Centres
require configurations for specific purposes which can’t always be isolated within the location.
Isolating computers is not a feasible solution. Past experience has shown that they can become
the focus of inappropriate behavior. Furthermore, staff cannot properly view or supervise
isolated locations and isolated computers are more vulnerable to theft or vandalism.

Privacy Screens
The Library has been installing privacy screens on public Internet workstations since 2001. Privacy
screens are designed for an office environment in order to keep information on the screen private
from others. Many profess that privacy solutions are a preferred solution to unintentional exposure
to images on a computer screen. However, the Library’s experience of using privacy screens in
public settings does not prove this true. Although they are a step in the right direction, they do not
conceal screen content when viewed from directly behind the workstation. They blacken or blur the
screen image when viewed from the sides. Therefore, they provide limited effectiveness in public
areas where traffic flow occurs behind the computers.
Currently about 70 % of public workstations providing Internet access are equipped with privacy
screens. Home work centres and children’s area workstations are excluded for two reasons:
·
·

To enable parents and children or a number of students to collaborate at a workstation. This
has been a frequent request over the years.
To provide an added level of security by the monitoring of activity in the area.

Some people with low vision or impairment find it difficult to use a workstation with a privacy
screen.
Review of Key Measurements of the Project
•

Customer response on exposure to images, inappropriate in a public setting
Since June 1st, only three reports have been received by staff or from customers directly about
exposure to inappropriate images while in the Library. These did not occur on unfiltered
machines. Logs reported by Supervisors have no other local reports or observations by staff
recorded for June, July and August.
The Netsweeper filtering software cannot affect images transmitted by e‐mail.

•

Customer/staff feedback on sites blocked
If an internet user at the library identifies a blocked site that they believe should not be blocked,
they may report this to library staff and the Library will submit the URL to Netsweeper. Since
the reporting period began, customers have only queried four blocked sites as being potentially
incorrectly blocked. Customers are encouraged to write the specific URL on a feedback form.
They are not required to provide any personal identification unless they wish to have a response
from the Library.

•

Response from Netsweeper on blocked sites
Netsweeper has been responsive when queried on blocked sites. Of the five inquiries made to
date:
·

2 are unblocked

·
·
·

1 remained blocked
1 was not a filtering issue. The screen link required software not available at the Library.
1 was not blocked but the customer attempted to access on a special function computer

Public Feedback Process related to Filtering Project
One of the project’s measures is the effect of filters on the individual library experience. In order to
measure this, the Library has put in place a public feedback process in order to receive comment from
individuals and to gauge public opinion generally on the subject. In order to assist with obtaining
feedback, the Library undertook the following steps:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Prior to the initiation of the test, LPL shared information on the project with community
partners, including Council;
Updated information related to the project has been posted and is refreshed on the LPL
website;
Public feedback forms are available at all branch locations, with staff procedures in place to
encourage people to write their comments.
Information about the pilot project is available to the public in a variety of media;
Media interviews have been provided and were an opportunity for public comment;
An online public forum to receive feedback and dialogue is available on the website, at
http://lplforum.wordpress.com/.

Feedback
The Library continues to receive general feedback during the review period. Approximately 20
comments, requests for delegation, blogs, letters to the editor (London Free Press) have been
recorded from June 1st to Sept 15th. General feedback to date has been:
· Library website forum: 7 comments, 6 in support and 1 against.
· Staff comment: 6 comments, all in support
· Free Press letters: 2 letters, both in support
· E‐mail, feedback form from public: 7 comments, 3 in support, 4 against
· Delegation requests: 3 received, all against
In general, those against the project expressed concern over the possible filtering out of valuable
information. Those in support felt that exposure to images would spoil their library visit for
themselves or their children.
Community Forum
The September 13th community forum was an important continuation of this transparent public
process. Two public sessions were held on September 13th, from 1pm‐3pm and 6pm‐8pm. The
forum was an open public session. Individuals and groups from the community were invited to
attend and all opinions on the topic were welcomed and encouraged.
Notes, written presentations and electronic submissions to the forum are included in Appendix 1.
Internet Filtering in other Public Libraries
Staff has continued to collect information from other public libraries in preparation for the final report
and policy review in the next phase of the project. Information received to date includes:

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Burlington ‐ approximately 25% filtered
Calgary ‐ At least one computer in each of the Library’s branches uses filtering software. All
other computers feature the option of filtered or unfiltered Internet access. Branches: 1 filtered
to 7 or 8 unfiltered; Central 4 filtered to 52 unfiltered (1 in 13)
Cambridge – no computers filtered
Edmonton ‐ no computers filtered
Hamilton ‐ no filtered computers
Mississauga – all filtered computers
Oshawa – no filtered computers
Sault Ste. Marie – filtered computers in children’s area only
Sudbury – all filtered computers, except one at Central Branch
Winnipeg ‐ all children’s and selected adult computers in branches are filtered; all terminals
actually have some level of filtering ‐ i.e. lowest filter level blocks chat/IM; highest filter level in
children’s areas ‐ at the Central Library approximately 10% would have the “children’s level” of
filtering, 90% would have the less intrusive filtering
Woodstock – all filtered computers

Research Scan
The Internet Policy Review Team continues to research filtering and the use of filtering software in
public libraries including, but not limited to, the following: filtering Software (in general); consumer
reports; reviews; filtering Software (Netsweeper); public policy reports, position papers, opinion
statements, articles, etc.

Next Monitoring Period
During the next and final monitoring period the following activities will be undertaken by the Project
Team:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Review and incorporate the results of the community forum
Conduct a detailed analysis of available Netsweeper data, June through October
Review and report on internet filtering activities from other libraries
Continue to scan for legal and professional references to the issue
Develop a recommendation re: filtering levels and related service supports
Develop an ongoing due diligence schedule
Review policy and update as required.

The pilot project ends on October 31st, 2007. Results, data, and findings will be reviewed at that time
and a summary report with recommendations will go forward to the November Board meeting for a
board decision.

Public Forum on Internet Filtering Pilot Project

September 13, 2007

Afternoon Session
Ms. MacDonald welcomed everyone to the public forum on the Internet Filtering Pilot
Project.
Board members attending included Gina Barber, Jerry Colwell, Svetlana MacDonald,
Joanne Tilley and David Winninger.
Presentations:
Jane Fitzgerald, Executive Director, Children’s Aid Society, London and
Middlesex (see attached)
Megan Walker, Executive Director, London Abused Women’s Centre (see
attached)
Questions/comments:
·
·
·

·

It was clarified that the viewing and distribution of child pornography is illegal and
a criminal offense.
A query was made regarding the library’s policy on viewing inappropriate
material.
If there are images of sexuality and nudity, a staff member can advise the
customer that this is a public space and these images are objectionable to other
individuals.
The Library is providing information on internet awareness and safety through a
project team led by the Coordinator, Literacy.

Ken Heslop, Detective Superintendent, Criminal Investigation Division, London
Police Services (see attached)
Questions/comments:
·
·
·
·

Social network sites such as MSN, Facebook and chatrooms were discussed.
Social predators prefer anonymity and may use false ID’s to access library
computers.
It is not the Library’s responsibility to “police” social sites
A query was made whether the use of privacy screens, computer placement and
clearing the ‘cache’ would protect individuals  Detective Heslop replied “no”, this
would not block intentional or unintentional exposure.

Barbara SchustLawrence, Executive Director, Glen Cairn Community Centre
·
·
·

In December, a group of children from a daycare visited the Pond Mills Branch
and observed inappropriate images on a computer screen.
Parents were advised that these children had viewed inappropriate images and
she stressed that the Library should be a safe place for children.
Ms. SchustLawrence read letters from two community members (see attached ).

Marie Blosh (see presentation attached)
Mike Armstrong (no presentation provided)
·

·

·

Mr. Armstrong explained that based on an experience he had at the library that
he felt that Netsweepr was filtering out sites that did not contain inappropriate
images.
When visiting the Library, he noted that some parts of his website,
londonanime.ca have been filtered (Ms. Mitchell followed up on this information
and the site is not filtered by Netsweeper. It is available on filtered computers in
the 2nd floor area).
He felt that filtering software cannot make moral decisions and does not stop
child pornography or violence against women. It is not a proactive solution
against these issues and other solutions should be sought.

Evening Session
Ms. MacDonald welcomed everyone to the public forum on the Internet Filtering Pilot
Project.
Board members attending included Gina Barber, Nancy Branscombe, Jerry Colwell, Jan
Lubell, Svetlana MacDonald, Josh Morgan, Joanne Tilley and David Winninger.
Nick DyerWitheford, Associate Dean, Faculty of Information and Media Studies
(see attached)
Questions/comments:
·
·

A query was made of Mr. Witheford regarding an example of ‘strong sanctions’ –
he replied that this could mean withdrawing computer use privileges.
Another query was made asking how we could restrict viewing of inappropriate
images by children – Mr. Witherford replied that we could reorganize the space
and install privacy screens.

Wanda Grendys (see attached)
Jacqui Denomme (see attached)
Paul Foreman (see attached)
Hayley McPhail (no presentation provided)
·
·
·

·

Ms. McPhail cited incident reports from 20012007 regarding the viewing of
inappropriate images.
She stated that police should be called if there is a performance of an indecent
act while viewing inappropriate images.
She suggested that the Library provide a warning in the Terms of Use Agreement
stating that it is inappropriate to view pornography and that internet services will
be revoked
She observed that no consistent library standards are in place and that an
aggressive policy is needed to deal with these situations rather than filtering

Oliver Hobson (see attached)
Responses received on our online public forum have also been included.

London Public Library Presentation
September 13, 2007
Good afternoon. Thank you for the invitation to speak today at your forum on the Internet Filtering Pilot
Project. My name is Ken Heslop and I am a Detective Superintendent with the London Police Service and
the officer in charge of the Criminal Investigation Division. The London Police Service is committed to
providing a safe and secure community for all citizens of the City of London. In the area of Internet
criminal activity, this is accomplished through education, monitoring and enforcement. We are very
concerned about the use of the Internet for crimes against children, as in child pornography and child
luring investigations. We are equally concerned about the intentional and unintentional exposure of
pornography to unsuspecting children and citizens in our community.
Today, I have been asked to speak for a few minutes on the London Public Library’s Internet Filtering
Pilot Project. The London Police Service supports this initiative and applauds the Library for being
proactive in this area. A few days ago I had the opportunity to view the areas in this library where the
unfiltered computers were located. Despite the best efforts of the library to place the unfiltered computers
at the end of a bank of computers, the opportunity for unintentional exposure from the computer screens
is still possible. Even with the privacy screens, the computer screens could still be viewed as people
passed behind the computers moving toward an area with chairs and couches. I wondered why there
would be a need to have unfiltered computers in the library at all, and should the library go further and put
filters on all of the computers – hence the reason for the forum.
I have had a great deal of experience dealing with Internet crimes against children as the officer in charge
of the Vice and Drug Section, Sexual Assault Section and a two year provincial child exploitation task
force named Project Guardian. In support of that experience I would like to address a few issues related
to the Internet and how pornography can be used as a tool in crimes against children. When we are
discussing pornography, it can be defined as any sexually explicit writing and/or pictures intended to
arouse sexual desire.
Child pornography used to be traded between collectors in the form of magazines or photographs. The
Internet has simplified that process and now with the click of a mouse, images of child pornography can
be sent around the world in seconds. These images depict child sexual abuse and exploitation and are a
visual recording of a crime being committed. The victims who appear in these pictures, at the time the
picture or video is produced, and every time it is copied or traded, are subjected to abusive acts of a
criminal nature.
The Internet is facilitating individuals who become involved in collecting and trading images of sexual
abuse. Internet pornography is a growing industry and very profitable for many people. There are many
websites that can be accessed on the Internet which contain sexually explicit photographs, child
pornography and extreme violence. Just as an example, yesterday I Googled pornography and received
over 24 million results, child pornography received over 3 million results and extreme violence almost 3
million results.
Pornographic images are very graphic and shocking to most people that view them. The risk of
unintentional exposure in a library setting is quite high with the number of children and adults that utilize
the library on a daily basis. In addition to the unintentional exposure is the utilization of library computers
for a criminal purpose – the possession and distribution of child pornography.
The Internet has also facilitated the luring of children for a criminal purpose. It has been our experience
that messenger programs and social networking sites are tools used by pedophiles to access children
and make efforts to lure them. During the luring process, pedophiles will frequently send links to websites
containing both adult and child/teen pornography. This is all part of the grooming process to show the
child that this type of sexual activity is acceptable, because it is so easily obtained on the Internet.
Utilizing an unfiltered computer in a library setting, the offender relies on anonymity to commit these
offences. This is an area where I believe the filtering process should be increased, to prevent people from
utilizing messenger programs on library computers. An unfiltered computer in a library setting provides
people the resources to facilitate criminal luring in what is supposed to be a safe environment.
Finally, there is a community standard of tolerance or acceptable behavior in the public domain.
Communities across Ontario, including our own, have bylaws in place limiting the exposure of adult

magazines in retail businesses and adult video outlets. These restrictions were initiated to create safe
and welcoming communities that protect our children and others from unintentional exposure of material
that may be offensive. These bylaws were enacted in 1993 as a result of complaints from our community
to the police and politicians about sexually explicit or pornographic material being displayed that they
found offensive. Adult magazines must be placed at a height of 1.5 meters or more above floor level and
behind an opaque barrier so only the title of the book can be viewed, not the cover. Video outlets that
have adult videos only do not permit people under the age of 18 years into the establishment. These
outlets are not permitted to allow viewing into their establishment, so the majority of these businesses
have their windows frosted. These measures have been taken because the community did not want to be
exposed to pornographic material and wanted precautions taken in the event of unintentional exposure. In
my opinion, the library is no different and installing the filtering program on the majority of the computers
is a responsible act that supports our community standard of tolerance.
Due to the explosion of material available on the Internet, police services across the country have
adopted a provincial and national strategy to combat Internet child pornography and the protection of
victims. In London, we have created a new investigative body, called the Cyber Crime Unit, which is
attached to our Sexual Assault/Child Abuse Section to investigate child pornography and luring on the
Internet. This Unit began on April 1, 2007 and has already arrested 13 people and laid 52 Criminal Code
charges for child pornography and 10 for luring. These investigations are very comprehensive and time
consuming. We have had investigations where the suspects have used computers that were not
registered to them to commit some of these offences. The filtering process implemented by the library
would make this type of criminal activity more difficult to accomplish.
The London Police Service takes the protection of its citizens very seriously and we work with community
partners toward that end. The London Public Library has implemented an Internet Filtering Pilot Project
that we fully support. The library is designed to be a safe environment that is utilized by children, families,
the elderly and all members of our community on a daily basis. The filtering of computers is a responsible
position and in addition to preventing unintentional exposure, may prevent a criminal offence from being
committed in our community.
The citizens of London have clearly stated their community standard of tolerance for pornographic
material being displayed and sold in our city – they don’t want to be exposed to the material. The
questions remain – is the London Public Library any different? Do the citizens of London want to be
exposed to pornographic material in their libraries? This pilot project and forum should answer those
questions.
In conclusion, we support the library in their pilot project to filter the computers and applaud them for their
efforts. In my opinion, based on extensive experience in criminal investigations in this area I would
encourage the London Public Library to consider placing filters on all computers. In addition, I would
suggest conducting research on limiting access to messenger programs and social networking sites. We
appreciate the opportunity to speak on this issue and wish you every success with your pilot project.
Thank you.
Ken Heslop
Detective Superintendent
Criminal Investigation Division
London Police Service

Internet Filtering LPL 13/09/07. Nick DyerWitheford
I am a professor at the Faculty of Information & Media Studies whose research involves the politics of the
Internet. I’m also here as a frequent user of the London Public Library who loves libraries and what they
stand for, and because of this, have some serious concerns about filtering, concerns I will summarize
under four headings, democracy, secrecy, precedent and alternatives.
Democracy. It is true that internationally there is a mounting tendency to Internet filtering. And it is true
that that often this filtering is aimed at what is deemed pornographic content. Where such filtering occurs,
however, it is very often –indeed usuallylinked also to the filtering other politically or culturally volatile
content—for example the repression of minority rights, including the rights of sexual minorities, or the
suppression of news and debate around controversial events. If you want to find places where Internet
users will not be bothered by pornographic images, try, for example, China, Iran, Zimbabwe,Burma or
Saudi Arabia. There is a very high correlation between restricting access to disturbing online erotica and
restricting access to other information that we consider integral to a democratic society. iThe Library
Board should pause before it goes down a route which in many parts of the world has results many of us
would find repugnant.
Secrecy. What intensifies this concern is the secretive nature of the commercial filtering systems, such as
Net sweep. Because the formulae these companies use to filter the net are proprietorial, they are not
divulged. Neither librarians nor the public actually know how filtering decisions are being made. One can
test to see if a specific website that one already knows of is or is not is filtered, but the overall logic of the
filtering process is not transparent. Filtering in effect hands over management of Internet access to a
privatized source in a way that precludes proper public oversight.
Precedent. The third factor is precedent. The filtering program has been introduced, we are told, on the
basis of unenumerated ‘infrequent but regular’ patron complaints about pornographic images seen by
people who don’t want to see them. What, then, if the library receives ‘infrequent but regular complaints
about patrons inadvertently seeing on library computers let us say, religious symbols or images they don’t
like?( This, by the way, is not hypothetical—there is currently in London a controversy about the display of
an artwork by respected artist Jamalie Hassan because it uses Islamic symbols to which some people
object)Or if the Library receive complaints about images of the violence of war or of factory farming—all of
which is certainly disturbing. Is the library then, on the basis on those complaints, going to filter such
images? Setting up this precedent, we open a door we should not go through.
Alternatives. This brings me to alternatives. I sympathize with the concerns of people inadvertently
exposed to digital images they find disturbing, images that in some cases I am sure I would respond to in
the same way. I am particularly sympathetic to concerns of staff. In another life I was a shop steward and
a union president for a public service local where these toxic workplace issues cam up. But there are
alternatives to content filtering. Better screening of computers is one. Strong sanctions against patrons
who engage in demonstrable objectionable behavior—such as using downloaded images to harass
staff—is another. The library should be a pleasant and safe place; there are, however, ways of ensuring
this that do not endanger its central role as a public institution committed to the open, free circulation of
information.
Internet Filtering LPL 13/09/07. Nick DyerWitheford
See the discussion of the Open Net Initiative Report, headed by Internet scholars from
Oxford and Cambridge, discussed on BBC News online, URL:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/6665945.stm
"Few states restrict their activities to one type of content," said Rafal Rohozinski, Research
Fellow of the Cambridge Security Programme. He added: "Once filtering is begun, it is
applied to a broad range of content and can be used for expanding government control of
cyberspace. It has become a strategic forum of competition between states, as well as
between citizens and states."

